Testing hypotheses of goodness-of-fit about mixture distributions on the basis of independent but not necessarily identically distributed random vectors is considered. The hypotheses are given by a specific distribution or by a family of distributions. Moreover, testing hypotheses formulated by Hadamard differentiable functionals is discussed in this situation, in particular the hypothesis of central symmetry, homogeneity and independence. Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Cramér-von-Mises type statistics are suggested as well as methods to determine critical values. The focus of the investigation is on asymptotic properties of the test statistics. Further, outcomes of simulations for finite sample sizes are given. Applications to models with not identically distributed errors are presented. The results imply that the tests are of asymptotically exact size and consistent.
Introduction
Not identically distributed errors are discussed in various theoretical and practical contexts, see, e.g., the works of Lu et al. [21] , Kuljus and Zwanzig [20] , Görnitz et al. [14] , Eiker [13] and Delaigle and Meister [11] . Consider here the following situation as a motivation. Suppose independent and identically distributed data are underlying, where an independent but not identically distributed noise is present. It is assumed that the difference in the distribution of the noise vanishes if the number of observations increases. The interesting statistical problem is a testing problem of goodness-of-fit formulated with the independent and identically distributed original data.
More precisely, consider a sequence of independent and identically distributed real valued random variables Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . with unknown underlying distribution LpY 1 q. Suppose the user has to treat the testing problem of goodness-of-fit H : LpY 1 q " LpY 0 q, K : LpY 1 q ‰ LpY 0 q, (
where Y 0 is a real valued random variable with known distribution LpY 0 q. Furthermore, let Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . be another sequence of independent but not necessarily identically distributed real valued random variables with known distributions such that the convergence in distribution
holds, with a real valued random variable Z. Assume Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . and Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . are independent. In addition, a sequence of known and measurable maps e i : RˆR Ñ R, i P N, is given and fulfills the convergence @z P R : lim iÑ8 e i p¨, zq " ep¨, zq uniformly on R,
where e : RˆR Ñ R is a measurable map. E.g., e i py, zq " epy, zq " y`z, py, zq P RˆR, i P N.
(1.2)
Suppose the user cannot observe directly Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , but observes e 1 pY 1 , Z 1 q, e 2 pY 2 , Z 2 q, . . . ,
i.e., e i p¨, Z i q represents a random noise in measurement i P N. Therefore, the user has to treat testing problem (1.1) on the basis of the independent but not necessarily identically distributed data X 1 , . . . , X n , X i :" e i pY i , Z i q, i P N,
where n P N is a given sample size. In example (1.2),
Denote by F i the distribution function of X i " e i pY i , Z i q, i P N, and by F the distribution function of epY 1 , Zq. Let H i be the distribution function of e i pY 0 , Z i q, i P N, and let G be the distribution function of epY 0 , Zq. Assume that for all z P R, the map ep¨, zq is injective. Then, testing problem (1.1) is equivalent to H : F " G, K : F ‰ G.
Moreover, if the hypothesis H is true, F i " H i , i P N.
In order to get a permutation invariant test statistic, i.e., invariant under transformation of the data from the set tT n :ˆn i"1 R Ñˆn i"1 R; T n px 1 , . . . , x n q " px πnp1q , . . . , x πnpnq q, π n : t1, . . . , nu Ñ t1, . . . , nu bijective ( , define the arithmetically averaged distribution function
based on the distribution functions F 1 , . . . , F n of X 1 , . . . , X n and the arithmetically averaged distribution function
H i pxq, x P R, based on the distribution functions H 1 , . . . , H n , the distribution functions of X 1 , . . . , X n if the hypothesis H is true. Under H, F n " G n . Consider the empirical distribution function based on X 1 , . . . , X n ,F n pxq :" 1 n Assume F is continuous. In fact, the test statistics (1.3) and (1.4) can be used to construct asymptotically exact and consistent tests for testing problem (1.1) . See the results in Section 2. Note that the distribution function G n depends on the sample size n and that the test statistics (1.3) and (1.4) are no common Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cramér-von-Mises statistics. The replacement of G n with G in the test statistics (1.3) and (1.4), i.e., the common Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Cramér-von-Mises statistic, yields no applicable test for testing problem (1.1). This follows easily from the results in Section 2.
In Section 2, testing goodness-of-fit based on not identically distributed data is discussed. In comparison to the situation above the model is more general and the hypothesis is formulated in a more general way. Therefore, generalizations of the test statistics (1.3) and (1.4) are considered and methods to determine critical values are suggested. The tests are applicable, e.g., in the situation presented above. It is shown that the tests are of asymptotically exact size and consistent. Section 3 extends the model in Section 2 to hypotheses of families of distributions. Analogous results are established. Section 4 treats hypotheses formulated by Hadamard differentiable functionals in the same setting. Similar results as in the goodness-of-fit setting hold for a broad class of tests. Special cases are the hypothesis of homogeneity, central symmetry and independence and applications are, e.g., situations with not identically distributed errors. In general, the presented Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cramér-von-Mises type tests based on not identically distributed data and can be regarded as generalizations of the related Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cramér-von-Mises type tests in the identically distributed case.
The original Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cramér-von-Mises statistics are statistics for testing goodness-of-fit, described by Anderson and Darling [2] . The idea of these statistics can be adopted for testing hypothesis of homogeneity, symmetry and independence, see, e.g., Rosenblatt [27] , Butler [6] and Blum et al. [5] , respectively. An important generalization of the mentioned goodness-of-fit statistics for hypotheses of families of distributions is considered by Stute et al. [33] . Some papers treat other generalizations of Kolmogorov-Smirnov type tests or Cramér-von-Mises type tests. Weiss [39] modified the classical Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic for the application to correlated data. Chicheportiche et al. [8] consider the case of dependent and identically distributed observations and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test as well as the Cramér-von-Mises test. An interesting paper is [7] . The authors Chatterjee and Sen study Kolmogorov-Smirnov type tests for testing the hypothesis of symmetry based on independent but not necessarily identically distributed real valued random variables and investigate the limit distributions of their test statistics with an application of the random walk model.
Further, some works deal with goodness-of-fit tests based on independent but not necessarily identically distributed data. Goodness-of-fit tests in this situation are discussed by Gosh and Basu [15] in a fully parametric setting. These tests use the density power divergence.
Testing for normality in a model with independent but not necessarily identically distributed observations is considered by Sarkadi [28] . In the discrete case, Collings et al. [9] , Hüsler [17] and Conover et al. [10] treat a goodness-of-fit test for the Poisson assumption, the binomial test and the chi-square goodness-of-fit test, respectively, in the case of independent but not necessarily identically distributed data.
Testing goodness-of-fit with hypotheses given by a specific distribution
The following generalization of the model introduced in Section 1 is considered. Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . be a sequence of independent but not necessarily identically distributed random vectors with values in R m , m P N. The random vector X i has the distribution function F i defined on R m , i P N, with R l :" r´8, 8s l , l P N. Henceforth, regard elements of R l as column vectors.
Assume the existence of an uniformly continuous distribution function F defined on R m with lim iÑ8 F i " F uniformly on R m .
For n P N the given sample size, let G n be another distribution function defined on R m as well as G, where G is uniformly continuous and lim nÑ8
G n " G uniformly on R m .
In addition, let α 1,n , . . . , α n,n be some weights, in particular real numbers, such that
(2.1) Consider the mixture distribution function
based on the distribution functions F 1 , . . . , F n of X 1 , . . . , X n . Suppose F 1 , . . . , F n are unknown, G n and α 1,n , . . . , α n,n are known and that the user has to verify the hypothesis of goodness-of-fit
on the basis of the observations X 1 , . . . , X n .
Define the weighted empirical distribution function
3) based on X 1 , . . . , X n . For elements a, b P R m , a " pa 1 , . . . , a m q 1 , b " pb 1 , . . . , b m q 1 , let the inequality a ď b be equivalent to a j ď b j for j " 1, . . . , m. Further, let U n :" pU n pxq; x P R m q be the process
Consider the Kolmogorov-Smirnov type statistic
and the Cramér-von-Mises type statistic
In general, the statistics (2.5) and (2.6) are not distribution free, neither in the case of F n " G n . In order to approximate the distribution of the statistics KS n and CvM n if F n " G n , a Monte-Carlo procedure is suggested. Therefor, simulate independently observations with joint distribution function
Determine a significance level α P p0, 1q and denote by c n;1´α the p1´αq-quantile of the distribution of KS n and by d n;1´α the p1´αq-quantile of the distribution of CvM n if pF 1 , . . . , F n q " pG n , . . . , G n q. The calculation procedure for practice is described above. Then, testing procedure "Reject H n , iff KS n ě c n;1´α " or testing procedure "Reject H n , iff CvM n ě d n;1´α " (2.7) is suggested. If α i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n, testing procedure (2.7), in particular the statistic (2.5) or (2.6), is invariant under transformation of the data from the set T n :"tT n :ˆn i"1 R m Ñˆn i"1 R m ; T n px 1 , . . . , x n q " px πnp1q , . . . , x πnpnq q,
Remark 1. Assume another sequence of known distribution functions pH i q iPN defined on R m is given and G n "
a) Consider the model introduced in Section 1. Put α i,n " 1 n , X i " e i pY i , Z i q and let H i be the distribution function of e i pY 0 , Z i q, i " 1, . . . , n. Then, the test (2.7) is applicable to testing problem (1.1). The test is of asymptotically exact size α and consistent for testing problem (1.1). This follows from the results in this section.
b) The test (2.7) is applicable to the hypothesis @i P t1, . . . , nu :
Putting α i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n, the test (2.7) is also applicable to the hypothesis Dπ n : t1, . . . , nu Ñ t1, . . . , nu bijective @i P t1, . . . , nu :
The test is of asymptotically exact size α and consistent with respect to suitable alternatives to this hypotheses. See the results in this section. c) Assume F i " F and H i " G, i P N. Putting α i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n, the hypothesis (2.2) is a common hypothesis of goodness-of-fit H : F " G, the test statistic (2.5) or (2.6) is a common Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Cramér-von-Mises statistic and the test (2.7) is a common Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Cramér-von-Mises test in a multivariate setting. In this sense, a generalization of the identically distributed case is considered.
Remark 2. Note that the distribution function G n depends on the sample size n and that the test statistics (2.5) and (2.6) are no common Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cramér-vonMises statistics, neither in the case of α i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n. In fact, the replacement of G n with G in the test statistics (2.5) and (2.6), i.e., the common Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Cramér-von-Mises statistic, yields no applicable test for testing problem (2.2). This follows easily from the results in this section.
Limit results under the hypothesis
A possible first step to find limit distributions of statistics of type Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cramér-von-Mises is to show the convergence in distribution of the process in the supremum and integral to a limit element. Let T be a non-empty set and let W n :" pW n ptq; t P T q be a stochastic process on a probability space pΩ, A, P q with sample paths in ℓ 8 pT q :" tf : T Ñ R; ||f || T ă 8u, where ||f || T :" sup tPT |f ptq|, f : T Ñ R. The map pf 1 , f 2 q Þ Ñ ||f 1´f2 || T , pf 1 , f 2 q P ℓ 8 pT qˆℓ 8 pT q, defines a metric on ℓ 8 pT q. Let W :" pW ptq; t P T q be another stochastic process on the probability space with sample paths in ℓ 8 pT q. 
where P˚is the outer probability. See [35] for details. Assume the process W n is asymptotically equicontinuous and all finite dimensional projections of W n converge in distribution to finite dimensional random vectors. Then, there exists a process W with sample paths a.s. in U b pT, ρq such that W n d Ñ W as n Ñ 8. Particularly, the process W is pA, Bpℓ 8 pT qqmeasurable and the distribution of W is uniquely determined by its finite dimensional marginal distributions, the distributions of those finite dimensional random vectors. See Theorem 1.5.4 in [35] . Now, a triangular array ξ 1,n , . . . , ξ n,n of row-wise independent but not necessarily identically distributed random vectors with values in R m on the probability space is given. Let K i,n be the distribution function of ξ i,n defined on R m , i " 1, . . . , n. In the relevant applications, K i,n depends either only on i or only on n, i " 1, . . . , n. Assume the existence of an uniformly continuous distribution function K defined on R m such that
The interesting process is the weighted empirical process W n given by
Such types of processes, partly special cases, are studied by Shorack [31] , Shorack and Wellner [32] , Alexander [1] , Pollard [23] , Ziegler [40] and Kosorok [18] , [19] . Let Φ be the distribution function of the m-dimensional standard normal distribution. Define a metric ρpx, yq :"
In fact, pR m , ρq is a totally bounded metric space. With the help of the Vapnik-Čhervonenkis class theory, it can be shown that the following result holds.
Lemma 1. The process W n is asymptotically equicontinuous with respect to the metric space pR m , ρq. Now, the basic results under the hypothesis will be formulated. Therefor, let U " pU pxq; x P R m q be a Gaussian process with expectation function identically equal to zero, covariance function cpx, yq :" κ´G`minpx, yq˘´GpxqGpyq¯, x, y P R m , (2 
The following result implies that the test (2.7) is a test of asymptotically exact size α.
Corollary 3. Suppose F n " G n for n sufficiently large. Then, lim nÑ8 P pKS n ě c n;1´α q " α and lim nÑ8 P pCvM n ě d n;1´α q " α.
Limit results under alternatives
Now, a general result gives the limit behavior in probability of the test statistics (2.5) and (2.6). The result holds under the hypotheses as well as under alternatives.
and
The following corollary gives information about the consistency of the test (2.7).
Corollary 4. Suppose F´G does not vanish everywhere or G-almost everywhere. Then, lim nÑ8 P pKS n ě c n;1´α q " 1 or lim nÑ8 P pCvM n ě d n;1´α q " 1.
3 Testing goodness-of-fit with hypotheses given by a family of distributions
In this section, the model introduced in Section 2 will be extended by adding a parameter. Under regularity conditions, all results still hold in this model. Regard the definitions at the beginning of Section 2. For d P N and a given non-empty set Θ Ď R d , maps G n : R mˆΘ Ñ R and G : R mˆΘ Ñ R are given such that for all ϑ P Θ G n p¨, ϑq and Gp¨, ϑq are distribution functions, Gp¨, ϑq is uniformly continuous and
Suppose F 1 , . . . , F n are unknown, G n and α 1,n , . . . , α n,n are known and that the user has to verify the hypothesis of goodness-of-fit
Define a process U n pϑq :" pU n px, ϑq; x P R m q by
Further, let t n be a pb 
In general, the statistics (3.3) and (3.4) are not distribution free, neither in the case of the existence of a ϑ P Θ with F n " G n p¨, ϑq. In order to approximate the distribution of the statistics KS n and CvM n if the existence of a ϑ P Θ with F n " G n p¨, ϑq is fulfilled, a Monte-Carlo procedure is suggested. Therefor, simulate independently observations with joint distribution function
Determine a significance level α P p0, 1q and denote by c n;1´α the p1´αq-quantile of the distribution of KS n and by d n;1´α the p1´αq-quantile of the distribution of CvM n if pF 1 , . . . , F n q " pG n p¨,θ n q, . . . , G n p¨,θ n qq. The calculation procedure for practice is described above. The testing procedure "Reject H n , iff KS n ě c n;1´α " or testing procedure "Reject H n , iff CvM n ě d n;1´α " (3.5)
is suggested.
Remark 3. Assume another sequence of known maps H i : R mˆΘ Ñ R, i P N, is given such that for all ϑ P Θ H i p¨, ϑq is a distribution function and G n "
a) Extend the model introduced in Section 1 in the following way. Assume the hypothesis is given by a family of distributions tLpY 0 , ϑ 1 q; ϑ 1 P Θ 1 u, with a non-empty set Θ 1 Ă R d1 , d 1 P N, i.e., the user has to treat the testing problem of goodness-of-fit
In addition, suppose the error variables pZ i q iPN come from families of distributions tpLpZ i , ϑ 2iPN ; ϑ 2 P Θ 2 u, i P N, with a non-empty set Θ 2 Ă R d2 , d 2 P N, and that the true parameter ϑ 2 P Θ 2 is unknown. Moreover, assume the error functions pe i q iPN come from families of functions tpe i p¨, ϑ 3iPN ; ϑ 3 P Θ 3 u, i P N, with a non-empty set Θ 3 Ă R d3 , d 3 P N, and that the true parameter ϑ 3 P Θ 3 is unknown, too. Put
n , X i " e i ppY i , Z i q, ϑ 3 q and let H i be the distribution function of e i ppY 0 , Z i , ϑ 3 qq, i " 1, . . . , n, where ϑ 3 P Θ 3 is the true parameter. Then, the test (3.5) is applicable to this testing problem. Under regularity conditions, it follows from the results in this section that the test is of asymptotically exact size α and consistent.
b) The test (3.5) is applicable to the hypothesis Dϑ P Θ @i P t1, . . . , nu :
Putting α i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n, the test (3.5) is also applicable to the hypothesis Dϑ P Θ Dπ n : t1, . . . , nu Ñ t1, . . . , nu bijective @i P t1, . . . , nu :
Under regularity conditions, it follows from the results in this section that the test is of asymptotically exact size α and consistent with respect to suitable alternatives to this hypotheses.
. . , n, the hypothesis (3.1) is a common hypothesis of goodness-of-fit with families of distributions H : Dϑ P Θ : F " Gp¨, ϑq, the test statistic (3.3) or (3.4) is a common Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Cramér-von-Mises statistic with estimated parameter and the test (3.5) is a common Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Cramér-von-Mises test with families of distributions in a multivariate setting. In this sense, a generalization of the identically distributed case is considered.
Remark 4.
Note that the distribution function G n depends on the sample size n and that the test statistics (3.3) and (3.4) are no common Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cramér-von-Mises statisticswith estimated parameter, neither in the case of α i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n. In fact, the replacement of G n with G in the test statistics (3.3) and (3.4), i.e., the common KolmogorovSmirnov or Cramér-von-Mises statistic, yields no applicable test for testing problem (3.1). This follows easily from the results in this section.
Limit results under the hypothesis
Fix a parameter ϑ P Θ. In order to establish the results of Section 2 to this model, some technical assumptions are required. The first two are regularity conditions to the families of distributions given by the hypothesis.
(C1) There exists an open and convex set U ϑ Ă Θ such that ϑ P U ϑ and for all x P R m G n px,¨q : Θ Ñ R is continuous differentiable on U ϑ . Define g n px,θq :" ∇G n px,θq, px,θq P R Now, a regularity condition to the parameter estimator is formulated. Particular, an asymptotic expansion is needed. The condition is fulfilled, e.g., for a weighted maximum-likelihood estimator, see Remark 5.
(C3) If F n " G n p¨, ϑq for n sufficiently large, there exists a pB
n px, ϑqF i pdxq exist and have finite components for i " 1, . . . , n, ş ℓ n px, ϑqF n pdxq " 0 and
Put v i,n pϑq :" ż´ℓ n px, ϑq´ż ℓ n py, ϑqF i pdyq¯´ℓ n px, ϑq´ż ℓ n py, ϑqF i pdyq¯1F i pdxq, i P N, and w i,n py, ϑq :"
The following condition guarantees the convergence of the covariance function of the process U n pϑq and that Lindeberg's condition is fulfilled.
(C4) If F n " G n p¨, ϑq for n sufficiently large, there exists a vpϑq P R dˆd and a wp¨, ϑq :
n px, ϑq´ż ℓ n py, ϑqF i pdyql n px, ϑq´ż ℓ n py, ϑqF i pdyq¯1a ą t˙F i pdxq " 0.
Ignore the o P p1q term in (C3). Then, the estimatorθ n is invariant under transformation of the data from the set T n if (C3) holds and α i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n, and testing procedure (3.5), in particular the statistic (3.3) or (3.4), has this invariance property, too.
The following lemma shows the weak consistency of the parameter estimator.
Lemma 2. Assume F n " G n p¨, ϑq for n sufficiently large and (C1) -(C4). Then, ? n ř n i"1 α i,n pℓ n pX i , ϑq´ş ℓ n px, ϑqF i pdxqq converges in distribution to a centered d-dimensional normal distribution as n Ñ 8 and lim nÑ8θ n " ϑ in probability. Now, the basic results under the hypothesis will be formulated. Therefor, let Upϑq " pU px, ϑq; x P R m q be a Gaussian process with expectation function identically equal to zero, covariance function cpx, y, ϑq :"κ´G`minpx, yq, ϑ˘´Gpx, ϑqGpy, ϑq
and a.s. uniformly ρ-continuous sample paths.
Theorem 4. Assume (C1) -(C4) and F n " G n p¨, ϑq for n sufficiently large. Then,
Corollary 5. Assume (C1) -(C4) and F n " G n p¨, ϑq for n sufficiently large. It follows that
In order to show that testing procedure (3.5) works asymptotically, it is necessary to study the asymptotic distribution of the statistics (3.3) and (3.4) if pF 1 , . . . , F n q " pG n p¨,θ n q, . . . , G n p¨,θ n qq, too.
Well, let pϑ n q nPN be an arbitrary sequence of parameters with ϑ n P Θ for all n P N and
. . be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random vectors with underlying distribution function G n p¨, ϑ n q, putθ (C5) There exists a map ℓ n :
ş ℓ n px,θqG n pdx,θq and ş ℓ n px,θqℓ 1 n px,θqG n pdx,θq exist and have finite components, ş ℓ n px,θqG n pdx,θq " 0 and
Put v pq n pθq :" ż ℓ n px,θqℓ 1 n px,θqG n pdx,θq,θ P U ϑ , and w pq n py,θq :"
(C6) There exists a v pq pϑq P R dˆd such that lim nÑ8 v pq n pϑ n q " v pq pϑq. In addition, there exists a map w pq p¨, ϑq :
Remark 5. Under regularity conditions, a weighted maximum-likelihood estimation function t n fulfills the mentioned conditions. Weighted maximum-likelihood estimators are considered, e.g., by Wang and Zidek [38] , Hu and Zidek [16] and Wang, van Eeden and Zidek [37] . Assume ϑ P Θ has the property F n " G n p¨, ϑq for n sufficiently large. Consider n sufficiently large. Suppose the existence of a density h n p¨,θq of G n p¨,θq for allθ P Θ with respect to a dominating σ-finite measure µ on pR m , B m q and assume for all x P R m the map ϑ Þ Ñ h n px,θq,θ P Θ, is two times continuous differentiable. Moreover, let t n be a weighted maximum-likelihood estimation function for ϑ with the property
Put L n p¨,θq :" log h n p¨,θq. Assume ty P R m ; h n py,θq ą 0u does not depend onθ P Θ and Θ is open and convex. Taylor expansion yields
where ϑ j,n is on the line betweenθ pnq n and ϑ n (ϑ j,n can be chosen measurable, see Hilfssatz 6.7 of Müller-Funk and Witting [22] ), j " 1, . . . , d. This is equivalent to
Supposeθ pnq n has the property
" 0 in probability and assume the existence of a matrix ipϑ n q P R dˆd such that ipϑ n q is invertible and
Typically, i is the Fisher information matrix with respect to the distribution function Gp¨,θq,θ P Θ. Put ℓ n px,θq :" i´1pθq∇L n px,θq, px,θq P R mˆΘ , and note that
Further, assume for allθ P Θ ş ℓ n px,θqG n pdx,θq and ş ℓ n px,θqℓ 1 n px,θqG n pdx,θq exist and have finite components and ż ℓ n px,θqG n pdx,θq " ż ℓ n px,θqh n px,θqµpdxq " 0 for allθ P Θ. (3.7) (3.7) is a typical condition related to maximum-likelihood. Thus, the estimatorθ pnq n has the structure required in (C5). Now, assume P pX i P ty P R m ; h n py,θq ą 0uq
where ϑ j,n is on the line betweenθ n and ϑ, j " 1, . . . , d, and
L n pX i ,θq |θ "ϑ 1,n . . .
too. Regard that F n " G n p¨, ϑq. Consequently,
Assume for all i " 1, . . . , n, ş ℓ n px, ϑqF i pdxq and ş ℓ n px, ϑqℓ 1 n px, ϑqF i pdxq exist and have finite components. In fact, ż ℓ n px, ϑqF n pdxq " ż ℓ n px, ϑqG n pdx, ϑq " 0.
Therefore, the estimatorθ n has the structure required in (C3), too.
Lemma 3. Assume (C1), (C2), (C5) and (C6). Then, ? n ř n i"1 α i,n ℓ n pX pnq i , ϑ n q converges in distribution to a centered d-dimensional normal distribution as n Ñ 8 and
pnq n " ϑ in probability. 
The following result implies that the test (3.5) is of asymptotically exact size α.
Corollary 7. Suppose the existence of a ϑ P Θ with F n " G n p¨, ϑq for n sufficiently large and (C1) -(C4) hold for this parameter. In addition, assume (C5) and (C6) hold for arbitrary sequences pϑ n q nPN with ϑ n P Θ for all n P N and lim nÑ8 ϑ n " ϑ and v pq pϑq " vpϑq and w pq px, ϑq " wpx, ϑq for all x P R m . Moreover, suppose the restriction of the covariance function (3.6) to the diagonal of R mˆRm does not vanish everywhere or Gp¨, ϑq-almost everywhere. Then, lim nÑ8 P pKS n ě c n;1´α q " α or lim nÑ8 P pCvM n ě d n;1´α q " α.
Limit results unter alternatives
In order to establish limit results under alternatives, the weak convergence in probability of the parameter estimator is still required. Consider the following condition.
(C7) There exists a ϑ P Θ with lim nÑ8θn " ϑ in probability.
Theorem 6. Assume (C7) and the conditions (C1) and (C2) hold for the parameter ϑ given by (C7). Then,
The following corollary is useful for consistency considerations with respect to the test (3.5).
Corollary 8. Assume (C7) and suppose that the conditions (C1) and (C2) hold for the parameter ϑ given by (C7). Moreover, assume for ϑ given by (C7), (C5) and (C6) hold for arbitrary sequences pϑ n q nPN with ϑ n P Θ for all n P N and lim nÑ8 ϑ n " ϑ. Suppose F´Gp¨, ϑq does not vanish everywhere or Gp¨, ϑq-almost everywhere and the restriction of the covariance function (3.8) to the diagonal of R mˆRm does not vanish everywhere or
Gp¨, ϑq-almost everywhere. Then,
P pKS n ě c n;1´α q " 1 or lim nÑ8 P pCvM n ě d n;1´α q " 1.
Testing hypotheses formulated by Hadamard differentiable functionals
Now, consider a general two sample situation. All results can be simply extended to more than two samples or modified to the one sample case. Regard the definitions at the beginning of Section 2. The second sample comes from a sequence of independent but not necessarily identically distributed R s -valued random vectors V 1 , V 2 , . . . , s P N. Assume that X 1 , X 2 , . . . and V 1 , V 2 , . . . are independent. For i P N, let G i be the distribution function of V i defined on R s and let G be an uniformly continuous distribution function defined on R s with
In addition, let r P N be a second sample size and assume the sample sizes increasing such that lim 1) where N :" tn, ru. Furthermore, let β 1,r , . . . , β r,r be some additional weights, in particular real numbers, with
(4.2) Define the mixture distribution
based on the distribution functions G 1 , . . . , G r of V 1 , . . . , V r and the weighted empirical distribution functionĜ r pvq :"
The aim is to formulate a general hypothesis with the help of two functionals. Therefor, denote by DpR l q the set of all distribution functions defined on R l , l P N. Consider two maps T : DpR m qˆDpR s q Ñ DpR u q, Q : DpR m qˆDpR s q Ñ DpR u q, u P N, and assume this maps are continuous with respect to the supremum metrics on DpR u q and DpR m qˆDpR s q.
Suppose F 1 , . . . , F n and G 1 , . . . , G r are unknown, the maps T and Q as well as α 1,n , . . . , α n,n and β 1,r , . . . , β r,r are known and that the user has to verify the hypothesis
on the basis of the observations X 1 , . . . , X n and V 1 , . . . , V r .
Another functional is required for the construction of the testing procedure. 
The map j could be a projection on the subspace of DpR m qˆDpR s q given by the hypothesis.
DefineĴ N :" jpF n ,Ĝ r q and writeĴ N " pĴ N,m ,Ĵ N,s q, whereĴ N,m has realizations in DpR m q andĴ N,s has realizations in DpR s q. Put J :" jpF, Gq and write J " pJ m , J s q, where
Define a process U N :" pU N pzq; z P R u q by
and consider the Kolmogorov-Smirnov type statistic
as well as the Cramér-von-Mises type statistic
For simplicity, assume T pF n ,Ĝ r q, QpF n ,Ĝ r q and T pĴ N q are step functions with countable vertices. This guarantees measurability of suprema and integrals in this section.
In general, the statistics (4.5) and (4.6) are not distribution free, neither in the case of T pF n , G r q " QpF n , G r q. In order to approximate the distribution of the statistics KS N and CvM N if T pF n , G r q " QpF n , G r q, a Monte-Carlo procedure is suggested. Therefor, simulate independently observations with joint distribution functioǹ px 1 , . . . , x n q, pv 1 , . . . , v r q˘Þ ÝÑ
Determine a significance level α P p0, 1q. Denote by c N ;1´α the p1´αq-quantile of the distribution of KS N and by d N ;1´α the p1´αq-quantile of the distribution of CvM N if pF 1 , . . . , F n q " pĴ N,m , . . . ,Ĵ N,m q and pG 1 , . . . , G r q " pĴ N,s , . . . ,Ĵ N,s q. The calculation procedure for practice is described above. Then, testing procedure
is suggested. In the case of α i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n, and β i,r " 1 r , i " 1, . . . , r, testing procedure (4.7), in particular the statistic (4.5) or (4.6), is invariant under transformation of the data from the set T n,mˆTr,s , where T n,m and T r,s are defined analogous to (2.8).
Limit results under the hypothesis
The asymptotic results in this section based on a smoothness condition on the functionals T and Q
t n`T pK n`tn L n q´T pK n q˘" dT pKqpLq uniformly on R u for all sequences pK n q nPN with K n P DpR m qˆDpR s q for all n P N and lim nÑ8 K n " K uniformly on R mˆRs , for all sequences pL n q nPN with L n P ℓ 8 pR m qˆℓ 8 pR s q for all n P N and the existence of a L P ℓ 8 pR m qˆℓ 8 pR s q with lim nÑ8 L n " L uniformly on R mˆRs and all sequences pt n q nPN with t n P p0, 8q for all n P N and lim nÑ8 t n " 0, where pK n`tn L n q P DpR m qˆDpR s q for all n P N. dT pKq is called Hadamard derivative in K. Concepts of differentiability of functionals and applications in statistics are discussed by v. Mises [36] , Shapiro [30] , van der Vaart [34] and Ren and Sen [24] , [25] , [26] .
In order to determine the limit distribution of the process U N under the hypothesis, let M m :" pM m pxq; x P R m q be a Gaussian process with expectation function identically equal to zero, covariance function c m px, yq :" κη´J m`m inpx, yq˘´J m pxqJ m pyq¯, x, y P R m , and a.s. uniformly continuous sample paths with respect to the metric ρ on R m defined in (2.9). In addition, let M s :" pM s pvq; v P R s q be a Gaussian process with expectation function identically equal to zero, covariance function c s pv, wq :" τ η´J s`m inpv, wq˘´J s pvqJ s pwq¯, v, w P R s , and a.s. uniformly continuous sample paths with respect to a metric on R s defined analogous to the metric ρ in (2.9). Let M m and M s be independent and put M :" pM m , M s q and M " pM m , M s q. Finally, let U :" pU pzq; z P R u q be a process defined by
if T and Q are uniformly Hadamard differentiable in J with Hadamard derivative dT pJq and dQpJq, respectively, Theorem 7. Assume T pF n , G r q " QpF n , G r q for min N sufficiently large. Suppose T and Q are uniformly Hadamard differentiable in pF, Gq with Hadamard derivative dT pF, Gq and dQpF, Gq, respectively. Then, J " pF, Gq and
Corollary 9. Assume T pF n , G r q " QpF n , G r q for min N sufficiently large. Suppose T and Q are uniformly Hadamard differentiable in pF, Gq with Hadamard derivative dT pF, Gq and dQpF, Gq, respectively. Then,
In order to show that testing procedure (4.7) works asymptotically, it is necessary to study the asymptotic distribution of the statistics (4.5) and (4.6) if pF 1 , . . . , F n q " pĴ N,m , . . . ,Ĵ N,m q and pG 1 , . . . , G r q " pĴ N,s , . . . ,Ĵ N,s q, too.
Well, for an arbitrary
, . . . be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random vectors with underlying distribution function J N,m and let V The following result implies that the test (4.7) is a test of asymptotically exact size α.
Corollary 11. Assume T pF n , G r q " QpF n , G r q for min N sufficiently large. Suppose T and Q are uniformly Hadamard differentiable in pF, Gq with Hadamard derivative dT pF, Gq and dQpF, Gq, respectively, and the distribution function of sup zPR u |U pzq| or ş U 2 pzqT pF, Gqpdzq is strictly increasing on the non-negative half-line. Then,
Limit results under alternatives
The limit behavior in probability of the test statistics (4.5) and (4.6) is given in the following result. It holds under the hypotheses as well as under alternatives. The following corollary is important for consistency considerations with respect to the test (4.7).
Corollary 12. Suppose T and Q are uniformly Hadamard differentiable in J with Hadamard derivative dT pJq and dQpJq, respectively. Assume J is uniformly continuous and the distribution function of sup zPR u |U pzq| or ş U 2 pzqT pJqpdzq is strictly increasing on the nonnegative half-line. Moreover, assume T pF, Gq´QpF, Gq does not vanish everywhere or T pJq-almost everywhere. Then,
Testing homogeneity
Consider the two sample case with equal dimensions m " s " u and equal sample sizes n " r. Suppose F 1 , . . . , F n and G 1 , . . . , G n are unknown, α 1,n , . . . , α n,n and β 1,n , . . . , β n,n are known and that the user has to treat the hypothesis of homogeneity
on the basis of the observations X 1 , . . . , X n and V 1 , . . . , V n .
In this situation, the maps T
are given by the continuous maps
Let K " pK 1 , K 2 q and L " pL 1 , L 2 q be arbitrary objects from the definition of the uniformly Hadamard differentiability given above. Now, the maps T and Q are uniformly Hadamard differentiable in K with Hadamard derivative dT pKqpLq " L 1 and dQpKqpLq " L 2 ,
respectively. Let j : DpR m qˆDpR m q Ñ DpR m qˆDpR m q be the continuous map
Obviously, it is T˝j " Q˝j and jpKq " pKq for all K P DpR m qˆDpR m q with T pKq " QpKq.
the test statistics have the expressions
as well as CvM n " n ż`F n pxq´Ĝ n pxq˘2 1 2`F n`Ĝn˘p dxq (4.10) and testing procedure "Reject H n , iff KS n ě c n;1´α " or testing procedure "Reject H n , iff CvM n ě d n;1´α " (4.11)
is suggested, where c n;1´α and d n;1´α are calculated under pF 1 , . . . , F n q " pG 1 , . . . , G n q " pĴ N,m , . . . ,Ĵ N,m q. If α i,n " β i,n , i " 1, . . . , n, testing procedure (4.11), in particular the statistic (4.9) or (4.10), is invariant under the transformation of the datà px 1 , . . . , x n q, pv 1 , . . . , v n q˘Þ ÝÑ`pv 1 , . . . , v n q, px 1 , . . . , x n q˘,
Moreover, U is a Gaussian process with expectation function identically equal to zero. Moreover,
Because F and G are uniformly continuous, J m is uniformly continuous, too, and the map x Þ Ñ VarpU pxqq, x P R m , does not vanish everywhere or T pJq-almost everywhere. For that reason, the distribution function of sup xPR m |U pxq| or ş U 2 pxqT pJqpdxq is strictly increasing on the non-negative half-line.
Remark 6.
a) Modify the model introduced in Section 1 in the following way. Add independent and identically distributed real valued random variables U 1 , U 2 , . . . with unknown underlying distribution and independent but not necessarily identically distributed real valued random variables W 1 , W 2 , . . . with distribution LpW i q " LpZ i q, i P N. Now, the distribution of the error variable LpZ i q and the error function e i are possibly unknown for all i P N. Assume the random variables Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . , U 1 , U 2 , . . . and W 1 , W 2 , . . . are independent. Suppose the user has to treat the testing problem of homogeneity
on the basis of the observations e 1 pY 1 , Z 1 q, . . . , e n pY n , Z n q and e 1 pU 1 , W 1 q, . . . , e n pU n , W n q. Putting α i,n " β i,n " 1 n , X i " e i pY i , Z i q and V i " e i pU i , W i q, i " 1, . . . , n, the test (4.11) is applicable to this testing problem. If the distribution function of epU 1 , Zq is continuous, too, it follows from the results in this section that the test is of asymptotically exact size α and consistent.
b) The test (4.11) is applicable to the hypothesis @i P t1, . . . , nu :
Putting α i,n " β i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n, the test (4.11) is also applicable to the hypothesis Dπ n : t1, . . . , nu Ñ t1, . . . , nu bijective @i P t1, . . . , nu : F i " G πnpiq .
It follows from the results in this section that the test is of asymptotically exact size α and consistent with respect to suitable alternatives to this hypotheses. c) Assume F i " F and G i " G, i P N. Putting α i,n " β i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n, the hypothesis (4.8) is a common hypothesis of homogeneity H : F " G, the test statistic (4.9) or (4.10) is a common Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Cramér-vonMises statistic for testing the hypothesis of homogeneity and the test (4.11) is a common Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Cramér-von-Mises test for testing the hypothesis of homogeneity in a multivariate setting. In this sense, a generalization of the identically distributed case is considered.
. . , n, the test statistic (4.9) or (4.10) has the form of a common Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Cramér-von-Mises type statistic for testing the hypothesis of homogeneity and the test (4.11) hasthe form of a common KolmogorovSmirnov or Cramér-von-Mises type test for testing the hypothesis of homogeneity in the identically distributed case. I.e., the results in this section imply that the common Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Cramér-von-Mises type testing procedure for testing the hypothesis of homogeneity is applicable if the data come from different distributions and the mentioned conditions are fulfilled.
Testing central symmetry
In order to apply the general results above to the hypothesis of central symmetry, another sample is needed. Let U 1 , U 2 , . . . be a sequence of independent but not necessarily identically distributed random vectors with values in R u . For i P N, the random vector U i has the distribution function C i defined on R u . Assume the existence of an uniformly continuous distribution function C defined on R u with
For a given distribution function K defined on R u with related probability measure µ on B u , i.e., Kpzq " µpr´8 u , zsq, u P R u , write K`:" K and K´pzq :" µpr´z, 8 u sq, z P R u .
B u denotes the Borel σ-field on R u and rz, ws :"ˆu i"1 rz i , w i s, z, w P R u , z " pz 1 , . . . , z u q 1 , w " pw 1 , . . . , w u q 1 , if z i ď w i for i " 1, . . . , u, and rz, ws :" H else. Moreover, 8 l :" p8, . . . , 8q 1 P R l , l P N. Clearly, K´is a distribution function. A distribution function Kò r a probability measure µ is called centrally symmetric, iff K`" K´or µpr´8 u , zsq " µpr´z, 8 u sq for all z P R u . A random vector ξ with values in R u has a centrally symmetric distribution function iff ξ and´ξ have the same distribution. Concepts of symmetry in multivariate settings are presented by Serfling [29] .
For i P N, denote by Cì " C i and Cí the distribution functions of U i and´U i , respectively. Suppose C 1 , . . . , C n are unknown, α 1,n , . . . , α n,n are known and that the user has to treat the hypothesis H n :
on the basis of the observations U 1 , . . . , U n . Regarding
it is obvious that the hypothesis (4.12) is equivalent to the hypothesis of central symmetry about the mixture distribution C n pzq :" ř n i"1 α i,n C i pzq, z P R, H n : Cǹ " Cń .
In order to apply the general results above, consider the random vectorŝ
with values in R 2u . Because
the uniformly convergence of the sequence of distribution functions pC i q iPN to the uniformly continuous distribution function C implies that the sequence of distribution functions of the random vectors (4.13) has those limit properties, too. For that reason, the sequence of distribution functions of the random vectors (4.13) fulfills the model assumptions in the general model described above.
Well, consider the one sample case with dimension m " 2u and the sequence of random vectors
. . with values in R m . Then, the hypothesis p4.12q is equivalent to the hypothesis of homogeneity of the first u-dimensional marginal distribution and the last u-dimensional marginal distribution about the mixture distribution F n .
In this situation, the maps T : DpR m q Ñ DpR u q and Q : DpR m q Ñ DpR u q are given by the continuous maps
Let K and L be arbitrary objects from the definition of the uniformly Hadamard differentiability given above. Now, the maps T and Q are uniformly Hadamard differentiable in K with Hadamard derivative dT pKqpLqpzq " Lp z 8u q and dQpKqpLqpzq " Lp
respectively. Let j : DpR m q Ñ DpR m q be the continuous map
It is T˝j " Q˝j and jpKq " K for all K P DpR m q with T pKq " QpKq. Thus, In the special case of m " 1 and α i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n, the statistic (4.15) is considered in [7] . Now, testing procedure "Reject H n , iff KS n ě c n;1´α " or testing procedure "Reject H n , iff CvM n ě d n;1´α " (4.17)
is suggested, where c n;1´α and d n;1´α are calculated under pF 1 , . . . , F n q " pĴ N,m , . . . ,Ĵ N,m q. Testing procedure (4.17), in particular the statistic (4.15) or (4.16), is invariant under the transformation of the data pz 1 , . . . , z n q Þ ÝÑ p´z 1 , . . . ,´z n q, pz 1 , . . . , z n q Pˆn i"1 R u .
Moreover, U is a Gaussian process with expectation function identically equal to zero and
Because F is uniformly continuous, J is uniformly continuous, too, and the map z Þ Ñ VarpU pzqq, z P R u , does not vanish everywhere or T pJq-almost everywhere. For that reason, the distribution function of sup zPR u |U pzq| or ş U 2 pzqT pJqpdzq is strictly increasing on the non-negative half-line.
Remark 7.
a) Modify the model introduced in Section 1 in the following way. Assume the error variable Z i has a centrally symmetric distribution function for all i P N. Furthermore, the distribution LpZ i q is possibly unknown for all i P N. Suppose the user has to treat the testing problem of central symmetry
on the basis of the observations Y 1`Z1 , . . . , Y n`Zn . Putting α i,n " 1 n and U i " Y i`Zi , i " 1, . . . , n, the test (4.17) is applicable to this testing problem. It follows from the results in this section that the test is of asymptotically exact size α and consistent.
b) The test (4.17) is applicable to the hypothesis @i P t1, . . . , nu : Cì " Cí .
Putting α i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n, the test (4.17) is also applicable to the hypothesis Dπ n : t1, . . . , nu Ñ t1, . . . , nu bijective @i P t1, . . . , nu : Cì " Cπ n piq . The test is of asymptotically exact size α and consistent with respect to suitable alternatives to this hypotheses. This follows from the results in this section. c) Assume C i " C, i P N. Putting α i,n " 
Testing independence
Consider the one sample case with dimension m ě 2, m " k`ℓ, k, ℓ P N, and that the sequence of random vectors X 1 , X 2 , . . . is given by respectively. Suppose F 1 , . . . , F n are unknown, α 1,n , . . . , α n,n are known and that the user has to verify the hypothesis of independence
In this situation, the maps T : DpR m q Ñ DpR m q and Q : DpR m q Ñ DpR m q are given by the continuous maps
Let K and L be arbitrary objects from the definition of the uniformly Hadamard differentiability given above. Now, the maps T and Q are uniformly 
Obviously, T˝j " Q˝j and jpKq " K for all K P DpR m q with T pKq " QpKq. Thus,
Now, the test statistics have the expressions
In addition, testing procedure "Reject H n , iff KS n ě c n;1´α " or testing procedure "Reject H n , iff CvM n ě d n;1´α " (4.21)
is suggested, where c n;1´α and d n;1´α are calculated under pF 1 , . . . , F n q " pĴ N,m , . . . ,Ĵ N,m q. If k " ℓ, testing procedure (4.21), in particular the statistic (4.19) or (4.20) , is invariant under the transformation of the datà pa 1 , b 1 q, . . . , pa n , b n q˘Þ ÝÑ`pb 1 , a 1 q, . . . , pb n , a n q˘,`pa 1 , b 1 q, . . . , pa n , b n q˘Pˆn i"1 pR kˆRk q.
Moreover, U is a Gaussian process with expectation function identically equal to zero. Moreover, a calculation yields
Because F is uniformly continuous, J is uniformly continuous, too, and the map p 
Simulations
Empirical results for the probabilities of the error of the first kind and the power values of the mentioned tests for finite sample sizes are presented. The simulation based on 1000 replications and the Monte-Carlo procedures based on 500 replications.
Goodness-of-fit with hypotheses given by a specific distribution
Assume m " 1, α i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n, and consider the distribution function ℓpµ i , 1q of the logistic distribution with parameters µ i P R and 1, i P N. Suppose pµ i q iPN is known and there exists a µ P R with lim iÑ8 µ i " µ. The upper part of Table 1 shows the empirical error probabilities of the first kind in the case of F i " ℓp 1 logpi`1q , 1q and G n "
The lower part of Table 1 shows the empirical power values in the case of
α " 0.025 α " 0.05 Table 1 : Simulation results for goodness-of-fit with hypotheses given by a specific distribution. Table 2 : Simulation results for goodness-of-fit with hypotheses given by a family of distributions.
Goodness-of-fit with hypotheses given by a family of distributions
. . , n, and consider the distribution function Exppϑ`µ i q of the exponential distribution with rate pϑ`µ i q P p0, 8q, i P N. Suppose pµ i q iPN is known and there exists a µ P R with lim iÑ8 µ i " µ and ϑ`µ ą 0. An estimator introduced in Remark 5 is used. The upper part of Table 2 shows the empirical error probabilities of the first kind in the case of F i " Expp1`1 logpi`1and G n p¨, ϑq "
The lower part of Table 2 shows the empirical power values in the case of F i " Wp1`1 logp1`iq , 1q (Weibull distribution) and G n p¨, ϑq "
α " 0.025 α " 0.05 Table 3 : Simulation results for homogeneity. Table 4 : Simulation results for central symmetry.
Homogeneity
Let m " 1 and α i,n " β i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n. The upper part of Table 3 shows the empirical error probabilities of the first kind in the case of
The lower part of Table 3 shows the empirical power values in the case of F i " Expp1`1 i q and
Central symmetry
Assume m " 1 and α i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n. The upper part of Table 4 shows the empirical error probabilities of the first kind in the case of C i " Np0, 1`1 logpi`1(normal distribution), Table 4 shows the empirical power values in the case of C i " Np
α " 0.025 α " 0.05 n " 50 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 Table 5 : Simulation results for independence.
Independence
Assume m " 2, k " ℓ " 1 and α i,n " 1 n , i " 1, . . . , n. The upper part of Table 5 shows the empirical error probabilities of the first kind in the case of
`iq , 1qbCp0, 1q (product of Cauchy distributions), i P N. The lower part of Table  5 shows the empirical power values in the case of
Poofs
Remark 9. Let γ 1,n , . . . , γ n,n be a real numbers with
and let r 1,n , . . . , r n,n be other real numbers such that for all n P N |r i,n | ă c P p0, 8q, i " 1, . . . , n, and
Proof of Lemma 1. Define another triangular array η 1,n , . . . , η n,n of row-wise independent random vectors with values in X :" R mˆr 0, 8q by η 1,n :" pξ 1,n , nα 1,n q, . . . , η n,n :" pξ n,n , nα n,n q. Regard the process W n :" pW n pxq; x P R m q as a process Ă W n :" p Ă W n pf q; f P Vq, where V :" tf ; f : X Ñ R, f pw, uq " uIpw ď xq, pw, uq P X , x P R m u and Ă W n pf q :" 1 ? nˆn
It is possible to follow the argumentation in 4.2 in [40] and to check the conditions mentioned there in order to show that the process Ă W n is asymptotically equicontinuous. By Dudley [12] , ttpw, uq P X ; w j´x ą 0u; x P Ru is a Vapnik-Čhervonenkis class, j " 1, . . . , m. For definition and details of Vapnik-Čhervonenkis classes, see [35] . Using Lemma 2.6.17 (i) and (ii) in [35] , it follows that C :" ttpw, uq P X ; w ď xu; x P R m u is a Vapnik-Čhervonenkis class, too. Consequently, H :" th; h : X Ñ R, hpw, uq " Ippw, uq P Cq, pw, uq P X , C P Cu " th; h : X Ñ R, hpw, uq " Ipw ď xq, pw, uq P X , x P R m u is a Vapnik-Čhervonenkis graph class. Putting g : X Ñ R, gpw, uq :" u, pw, uq P X , Lemma 2.16.18 (vi) in [35] implies that g¨H :" tgh; h P Hu is a Vapnik-Čhervonenkis graph class, too. Finally, V " g¨H is a Vapnik-Čhervonenkis graph class.
Let E be the distribution function of the exponential distribution with rate parameter one. The map
defines a metric on V and pV, dq is totally bounded. In fact,
Clearly, V is a class of functions with envelope g given above. Moreover, from Lemma 2.4 in [40] , V has uniformly integrable entropy. (2.1) yields Moreover,
In all, it results from 4.2 in [40] that the process Ă W n is asymptotically equicontinuous with respect to the metric space pV, dq, i.e., | Ă W n pf 1 q´Ă W n pf 2 q| ą ε˙ÝÑ 0 as δ Ó 0,
i.e., the statement.
Remark 10. Assume a sequence of distribution functions K 1 , K 2 , . . . defined on R m and a uniformly continuous distribution function K defined on R m is given such that
Then, Remark 9 and (2.1) imply
as well as
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider n sufficiently large. Because F n " G n ,
For that reason, the process U n is asymptotically equicontinuous with respect to the metric space pR m , ρq, see Lemma 1. For arbitrary p P N, x Pˆp i"1 R m , x " px 1 , . . . , x p q, and arbitrary a P R p zt0u, put
Remark 10 and
Assume without loss of generality lim nÑ8 s 2 n ą 0. With
For that reason, Lindeberg's condition is fulfilled and from Cramér-Wold device, the convergence of the finite dimensional marginal distributions of the process U n to centered multivariate normal distributions follows. Finally,
Cov`U n pxq, U n pyq˘" cpx, yq, x, y P R m .
The statement follows from Theorem 1.5.4 in [35] . For arbitrary ε ą 0, Slutsky's Theorem implies
This yields the first statement. To show the second statement, note that
ż`F pxq´Gpxq˘2Gpdxq`ż`F pxq´Gpxq˘2G n pdxq´ż`F pxq´Gpxq˘2Gpdxq ż´`F n pxq´G n pxq˘2´`F pxq´Gpxq˘2¯G n pdxq ż´`F n pxq´G n pxq˘2´`F n pxq´G n pxq˘2¯G n pdxq.
It is lim
nÑ8ˇż`F pxq´Gpxq˘2G n pdxq´ż`F pxq´Gpxq˘2Gpdxqˇˇˇˇ" 0.
Moreover, with Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,ˇˇˇż´`F n pxq´G n pxq˘2´`F pxq´Gpxq˘2¯G n pdxqˇˇˇď 2 d ż´`F n pxq´F pxq˘´`G n pxq´Gpxq˘¯2G n pdxq ÝÑ 0 as n Ñ 8.
Theorem 1 implies the convergence in distribution of the process defined by ? npF n pxqF n pxqq, x P R m . G n converges uniformly on R m to G. Argumentation analogous to the Proof of Corollary 1 yields the convergence in distribution of n ş pF n pxq´F n pxqq 2 G n pdxq. From Slutsky's Theorem, lim nÑ8 ż´F n pxq´F n pxq¯2G n pdxq " lim nÑ8 1 n n ż´F n pxq´F n pxq¯2G n pdxq " 0 in probability.
Therefore, with Cauchy-Schwarz inequality again,ˇˇˇż´`F n pxq´G n pxq˘2´`F n pxq´G n pxq˘2¯G n pdxqˇˇˇď 2 d ż´F n pxq´F n pxq¯2G n pdxq P ÝÑ 0 as n Ñ 8.
The rest follows analogous to the proof of the first statement. 
Lemma 4. Assume (C1) and (C2). Then, for all sequences of parameters pϑ n q nPN with ϑ n P Θ for all n P N and lim nÑ8 ϑ n " ϑ,
Proof of Lemma 4. The statement follows with (C1), (C2), Taylor expansion and triangle inequality.
Proof of Lemma 2. Consider n sufficiently large. The first statement will be shown firstly.
For simplicity, assume in the following calculation without loss of generality ş ℓ n px, ϑqF i pdxq " 0 for all i P N. Put s 
For that reason, the triangular array of row-wise independent random variables ? nα 1,n a 1 ℓ n pX 1 , ϑq, . . . , ? nα n,n a 1 ℓ n pX n , ϑq fulfills Lindeberg's condition and from Cramér-Wold device, ? n ř n i"1 α i,n ℓ n pX i , ϑq converges in distribution to a centered d-dimensional normal distribution as n Ñ 8. For the second statement, (C3), the first statement and Slutsky's theorem implŷ
Assume F n " G n p¨, ϑq for n sufficiently large and (C1) -(C4). Then, for all p P N, x Pˆp i"1 R m , x " px 1 , . . . , x p q, and all a P R p , a " pa 1 , . . . , a p q 1 ,ˇˇˇˇˇˇa
with |a| 1 :" |a 1 |`¨¨¨`|a p | and bpx, aq :"¨a 1 g 1 px 1 , ϑq`¨¨¨`a p g 1 px p , ϑq . . .
Proof of Lemma 5. Define W i,n py, ϑq :" ? nα i,n`I pX i ď yq´F i pyq˘, W i,n py, ϑq :"´?nα i,n g 1 py, ϑqˆℓ n pX i , ϑq´ż ℓ n pz, ϑqF i pdzq˙, y P R m , i P N.
Thus, W i,n py, ϑq " W i,n py, ϑq`W i,n py, ϑq. Using triangle inequality,ˇˇˇˇˇˇa
Furthermore, with a simple calculation,
Finally, the inequality py`zq 2 ď 2y 2`2 z 2 , y, z P R, yields the statement.
Proof of Theorem 4. Consider n sufficiently large. From Lemma 2, lim nÑ8θn " ϑ in probability. Therefore, assume without loss of generality thatθ n has realizations in U ϑ , with a set U ϑ given by (C1). Using Taylor expansion,
where ϑ x,n is on the line betweenθ n and ϑ. Using this and F n " G n p¨, ϑq,
Because of (C3), this is equivalent to
For simplicity, assume without loss of generality ş ℓ n py, ϑqF i pdyq " 0 for all i P N. Using (C2), Lemma 2 and Slutsky's Theorem, sup xPR mˇ`g 1 px, ϑq´g 1 n px, ϑ x,n q˘?npθ n´ϑ q´g 1 px, ϑqo p p1qˇˇP ÝÑ 0 as n Ñ 8.
Because of Slutsky's theorem, Example 1.4.7 in [35] , it is sufficient to show the convergence statement for the process defined by
The process defined by ? npF n pxq´F n pxqq, x P R m , is asymptotically equicontinuous with respect to the metric space pR m , ρq, see Lemma 1. In addition, from (C2) and Lemma 2, the process defined by g 1 px, ϑq ? n ř n i"1 α i,n ℓ n pX i , ϑq, x P R m , is asymptotically equicontinuous with respect to the metric space pR m , ρq, too. Finally, the process pV n px, ϑq; x P R m q is asymptotically equicontinuous with respect to the metric space pR m , ρq. Consider W i,n p¨, ϑq defined in (6.1), i P N. Thus,
For arbitrary p P N, x Pˆp i"1 R m , x " px 1 , . . . , x p q, and arbitrary a P R p zt0u, put
With a " pa 1 , . . . , a p q 1 , (C4) yields
Assume without loss of generality lim nÑ8 s 2 n ą 0. With bpx, aq and |a| 1 defined in Lemma 5, Lemma 5 and (C4) implies For that reason, Lindeberg's condition is fulfilled and from Cramér-Wold device, the convergence of the finite dimensional marginal distributions of the process pV n px, ϑq; x P R m q to centered multivariate normal distributions follows. Finally, (C4) yields lim nÑ8
Cov`V n px, ϑq, V n py, ϑq˘" cpx, y, ϑq, x, y P R m , and the statement follows from Theorem 1.5.4 in [35] . Proof of Lemma 6. The proof is analogous to the Proof of Lemma 5.
Proof of Theorem 5. Consider n sufficiently large. From Lemma 3, lim nÑ8θ pnq n " ϑ in probability. Therefore, assume without loss of generality thatθ pnq n has realizations in U ϑ and ϑ n P U ϑ , with a set U ϑ given by (C1). Put Using Taylor expansion, G n px,θ pnq n q "G n px, ϑ n q`g 1 n px, ϑ x,n qpθ pnq n´ϑn q, x P R m ,
where ϑ x,n is on the line betweenθ pnq n and ϑ n . Then, U n px,θ pnq n q " ? n`F pnq n pxq´G n px, ϑ n q˘´g 1 px, ϑq ? npθ pnq n´ϑ n q`g 1 px, ϑq´g 1 n px, ϑ x,n q˘?npθ pnq n´ϑn q, x P R m .
Using (C5), this is equivalent to
U n px,θ n q " ? n`F pnq n pxq´G n px, ϑ n q˘´g 1 px, ϑq ? n Because of Slutsky's theorem, it is sufficient to show the convergence statement for the process defined by V pnq n px, ϑ n q :" ? n`F pnq n pxq´G n px, ϑ n q˘´g 1 px, ϑq ? n n ÿ i"1 α i,n ℓ n pX pnq i , ϑ n q, x P R m .
Because lim nÑ8 Gp¨, ϑ n q " Gp¨, ϑq uniformly on R m , the process defined by ? npF pnq n pxqǴ n px, ϑ n qq, x P R m , is asymptotically equicontinuous with respect to the metric space pR m , ρq, see Lemma 1. In addition, from (C2) and Lemma 3, the process defined by g 1 px, ϑq ? n ř n i"1 α i,n ℓ n pX pnq i , ϑ n q, x P R m , is asymptotically equicontinuous with respect to the metric space pR m , ρq, too. Finally, the process pV pnq n px, ϑ n q; x P R m q is asymptotically equicontinuous with respect to the metric space pR m , ρq. Consider Z i,n defined in (6.2), i P N. Thus, V pnq n py, ϑ n q " n ÿ i"1 Z i,n py, ϑ n q, y P R m .
For arbitrary p P N, x Pˆp i"1 R m , x " px 1 , . . . , x p q, and arbitrary a P R p zt0u, put on the related product space, see [35] . T pF n , G r q " QpF n , G r q and the continuity of T and Q imply T pF, Gq " QpF, Gq and therefore J " jpF, Gq " pF, Gq. Regarding Theorem 1.10.4 in [35] , one can assume a.s. lim min N Ñ8 M N " M uniformly on R mˆRs without loss of generality. Because T pF n , G r q " QpF n , G r q,
nrˆT´pF n , G r q`1
4
? nr M N¯´T pF n , G r q˙´dT pF, GqpM q˜4 ? nrˆQ´pF n , G r q`1
? nr M N¯´Q pF n , G r q˙´dQpF, GqpM qḑ T pF, GqpM q´dQpF, GqpM q.
The assumtions on T and Q yield a.s. lim min N Ñ8 U N " U uniformly on R u .
Proof of Corollary 9. The continuity of T and j and Lemma 7 imply lim nÑ8 sup zPR u |T pĴ N qpzq´T pJqpzq| " 0 in probability.
Theorem 7 yields J " pF, Gq. The rest follows with Theorem 7 analogous to the Proof of Corollary 1.
Proof of Theorem 8. Put Proof of Corollary 11. The proof is analogous to the Proof of Corollary 7 by applying Corollary 9, Corollary 10, Lemma 7 and the continuity of j. Regard that J " pF, Gq, see Theorem 7.
Proof of Theorem 9. This follows with arguments similar to the arguments in the Proof of Theorem 3 by using Lemma 7 and the continuity of T , Q and j.
Proof of Corollary 12. The proof is analogous to the Proof of Corollary 8 by applying Corollary 10, Lemma 7, the continuity of j and Theorem 9.
